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ABSTRACT 
Problem-dependent upper and lower bounds are given for the stepsize taken by long Taylor series 
methods for solving initial value problems in ordinary differential equations. Taylor series methods 
recursively generate the terms of the Taylor series and estimate the radius of convergence aswell 
as the order and location of  the primary singularities. A stepsize must then be chosen which is as 
large as possible to minimize the required number of  steps, while remaining small enough to main- 
tain the truncation error less than some tolerance. 
One could use any of  four different measures of truncation error in an attempt o control the 
global error : i) absolute truncation error per step, ii) absolute truncation error per unit step, 
iii) relative truncation error per step, and iv) relative truncation error per unit step. For each of 
these measures, we give bounds for error and for the stepsize which yields a prescribed error. The 
bounds depend on the series length, radius of  convergence, order, and location of the primary 
singularities. The bounds are shown to be optimal for functions with only one singularity of  any 
order on the circle of  convergence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Taylor series are most commonly used in numerical 
analysis to prove that a method has certain desired 
properties such as an error term of a specified form. 
However, Taylor series have b en used directly for 
such diverse problems as polynomial pproximation, 
rootfinding [4, 8], initial nd boundary value problems 
in ordinary differential equations [1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 12], 
and partial differential equations [5]. In each of these 
applications, it is important to be able to control the 
truncation error by choosing an appropriate series 
length and by using only steps which do not exceed 
the series radius ofconvergence. 
We write the Taylor series for a meromorphic func- 
tion f in the usual way 
N 
f(z)= ~ f( i ) (c)(z-c) i / i !+T N 
i=0 
= ~ f(i)(c)hi/i! + T N. 
i=0 
Estimates for the truncation error T N given in most 
advanced calculus texts [see 13] are seldom useful in 
numerical work because they require bounds for 
f(N + 1)(z) in a region of the complex plane contain- 
hag z and c. At best, this requires at least as much 
computation asusing the f(N + 1) term of the series 
in the original method; often the required bounds can- 
not be feasibly computed. It is well-known (consider 
the harmonic series) that the common approach of 
estimating T N by f (N + 1) (c) h N + 1 / (N + 1) ! can 
produce disastrous results. 
If f has only one singularity on the circle of conver- 
gence, this paper presents upper and lower bounds for 
the value of h which yields an error equal to e > 0, 
where the error may be 
i) absolute truncation error per step, I TNI, 
ii) absolute truncation error per unit step, I TN/h[, 
iii) relative truncation error per step, ITN/f (z)[, or 
iv) relative truncation error per unit step, ITN/hf(z)l. 
As an example of the use of these stimates, we show 
how they can be used to improve the performance of 
Chang's Automatic Taylor series (ATS) algorithm [3] 
for the numerical solution to initial value problems 
in ordinary differential equations. 
In section 2, some of the known methods for estimat- 
ing the radius of convergence and the order of primary 
singularities of a power series are reviewed and the ef- 
fect of secondary singularities on the estimates pro- 
vided by the three-term test [6] are discussed. In sec- 
tion 3, the principal results of this paper, upper and 
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lower bounds for absolute and relative error measures, 
are presented and numerical examples comparing the 
theoretical and observed errors are given. In section 
4, the truncation error bounds are used to estimate 
optimal stepsize ratios. In section 5, an example of 
the improvement possible in Chang's ATS algorithm 
is given. In section 6, the results of this paper are 
summarized and directions for further study are sug- 
gested. 
2. RECOGNIZING THE RADIUS OF CONVER- 
GENCE 
If f is a meromorphic function, many estimates for 
the radius of convergence of its power series are 
known, for this is a very old problem. In 1892, Hada- 
mard [9] gave estimates for the radius of convergence, 
for all of  the poles on the circle of convergence, and 
for the location and order of all of the poles of highest 
order on the circle of convergence, in terms of lira 
sup's of-ratios of certain determinants. Golomb [8] 
considered hypotheses under which Hadamard's lim 
sup could be replaced by lira. A closely related 
method using Hankel determinants i  discussed at 
some length by Henrici [10]. Perhaps the most widely 
used method for locating the poles of a meromorphic 
function involves the quotient-difference (qd) table : 
Theorem 1 [10, p. 612] 
oo 
Let a function f(z) = X a n z n be meromorphic in 
n=0 
the disk D : [z[ < 8, and let the poles z i of f in  D be 
numbered such that 
0 < FZll < tz21 < ... < a, 
each pole occuring as many times in the sequence 
{zi) as indicated by its order. If ~an zn is ultimately 
k-normal for some integer k > 0 (for each m, 0 < m < k, 
the Hankel determinant H(n) ¢ 0 for n sufficiently m 
large), then 
i) for each m satisfying 0 < m < k and 
lZm_ll < IZml < IZm+ll ,  
lim q~)= 1/z m ; 
n- .~ 
ii) for each m satisfying 0 < m< k and tZml < IZm+l[, 
lira e(mn)= 0.  
n- - lb  oo 
Like the other methods mentioned above, this method 
reduces to the usual ratio test if there is a single singu- 
larity on the circle of convergence ([Zll < ]Z21), al- 
though modifications of the qd algorithm can be made 
where two or more poles lie on the circle of conver- 
gence. Further, the proofs for each of the above 
methods are invalid for functions like log(a-z) or 
(a-z) 2/3 whose singularities are branch points, not 
poles. 
If a function has a single pole or branch point on the 
circle of convergence, its series is asymptotic to the 
series for the model problem 
~ a - z) -a  a =~ 0, -1 
v(a, a, z)= -Iv(z) such that v ( l -a )  (z) = v (a, 1, z) 
L a = O, -1 . . . .  
The following test was developed to recognize the 
radius of  convergence of the series for the model prob- 
lem v exactly. 
Theorem 2 (Three-term test) [6] 
Let = ~ a i be a nonzero series such that 
i 1 
lira ~ a i+~l  - ( i -1 )  i 
i-+ oo a i 
exists and equals L. Then 
i) if i l l  < 1, Ea i is absolutely convergent, 
ii) if ILl = 1, the test fails, and 
iii) if ILl > 1, Y.a i diverges. 
Let Ri= ia i + 1/ai '  Then we can estimate the radius of 
convergence from 
lim (R i -  R i_ j ) / j  = h (1 )  
i-~oo R c ' 
and the order of the primary singularity by 
lira ( i - j -  1) R i - ( i -  1) R i_j_ = ¢. (2) 
i-~ ~ R i_ j  - R i 
[6] gives examples howing the superiority of these 
estimates over those given by the usual ratio test and 
Hadamard's order estimate for functions with a single 
primary singularity. Those examples also show that if 
¢ < 1, the radius of convergence estimated by the ratio 
test is larger than the correct value (by 60 ~ for ¢ = -10), 
so that an algorithm using this estimate may attempt 
to sum a divergent series with disastrous consequences. 
Both the ratio test and the three-term test estimate the 
distance to the closest singularity, and both may be 
affected by the presence of secondary singularities. 
We examine this effect by considering the function 
f(x) = (1 -x )  -a  + k (a -x )  -3, for x, k, a, a,/3 real, 
3 ¢ 0, -1 . . . . .  and 1 < a. The series for f(h) = i~,lF i=  
expanded at x = 0 satisfies 
F i =C i+D i ,where 
-L  ! i=1,2 .... 
C1=1,  C i+ l= C i ( i - l+  a) h/ i  
D1 = ka-3' Di+ l=Di ( i -1  + 3) (h/a)/ i  i| 
We wish to estimate the r lative errors due to the pres- 
ence of the secondary singularity at a in the estimates 
given by (1) and (2). 
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Theorem 3 
Let f(x) =. ( l -x )  -1 + k (a-x) -1 be defined as above 
with a =/3 = 1. Then (1) estimates h/1 with relative 
error 
_ka - i -2  (a- 1)[( i - j )  a j - i ] / j  + 0 [(a-i) 2] as i -  =, 
(3) 
and (2) estimates the order a with relative rror 
- ka - i -  2 [(i- j  - 2) i(aJ + 1 + 1) - ( i-  2) (i- j) (aJ + a)]/j 
+ 0 [(a-i)2]. (4) 
Proof: Substitute the expression for F i into (1) and 
(2) and simplify using long division. 
Similar, but much more complicated, expressions for 
the relative rrors for f(x)= (1-x)  -a  + k (a-x) -~ 
can be given. 
Figure 1 shows the relative rror caused by the pres- 
ence of a secondary pole made by the three-term test 
in estimating h/1 given by the low order term in (3) 
with j = k = 1. As might be expected, the relative rror 
decreases a  more terms of the series are taken. The 
error actually computed in IBM single precision arith- 
metic follows the theoretically predicted curves until 
machine accuracy is reached. As a approaches 1 from 
above, the relative rror grows until a ~- 1.1, where the 
relative rror is about 1 7.. As a continues to decrease 
toward 1, the poles at a and at I become virtually 
indistinguishable, and the relative rror decreases 
from 1 Z to 0. The relative rror shows only a very 
slight dependence on j or a. The relative rror made 
by the three-term test in estimating a given by the 
tow order term in (4) has a similar behavior. 
>= 
g 
N - TERMS OF :HE SERIES 
to  ~0 30 ~o so 6o 7o 8o 9o t (~  
q . l , t  
• # R=I .S  
0 EOMPUTED VflLUES. F [Xl = I I -X I  " l  ÷ (~-X) "~ 
Fig. 1. Relative rror in radius of convergence. 
3. ESTIMATING ABSOLUTE TRUNCATION ERROR 
In this section, we compute upper and lower bounds 
for the absolute and relative truncation errors for the 
model problem v (a, a, x). 
These bounds are used in section 4 to give upper and 
lower bounds for the optimal stepsize ratio h/a. Un- 
less otherwise stated, we assume all variables are real. 
Let ~ V: be the series for v (a, a, x) expanded using 
i=1 ' 
a step h which satisfies 0 < h/a < 1. Let N be large 
enough to satisfy I N-  1 + a . h -7- [ < 1. Define two 
additional series by 
Yi=Zi =Vi lg i<N 
YN+ i = YN +i-  1h /a -  YN(h/a)i 
N - l+a  (h/a) N<i  ZN+i=ZN+ i -1  ----N--- 
=ZN(N- I+a h )i ~ a  
Let 
A= ~ Y.=YN(h/a) i~o(h /a ) i -  VN(h/a) 
i=N+l ! 1 - (h/a) 
VN ( N-I+N a) (h/a) 
B = ~ Zi= 
i= +1 N- 1 + a)  (h/a) 
1-( N 
N 
T N = v (a, a, h) -i~__l V i • 
, and 
Theorem 4 (Absolute truncation error per step) 
Let 0 < h/a < 1, and choose N large enough to satisfy 
IN h 1 N • ~- < 1. Then using the notation in- 
troduced above, 
0< A~T N~ B, fo r l~a ,  and 
0< B <TN< A, for 1 > a. 
Proof: The proof follows easily since 
0 < YN+i < VN+i~ ZN+i' for 1 ~ a, and 
0 < ZN+i < VN+i< YN+i, for 1 >a 
by construction, 
These estimates forT N can be used to give the esdmates 
for the other types of error measurement shown in 
table 1, where S N = i=lVi" 
We remark that i fa  is real and a and h are complex 
numbers atisfying 0 < h/a < 1, then V i and IVil differ 
only by a constant multiplier of modulus 1. The bounds 
for the absolute rrors are multiplied by the same con- 
stant, but the bounds for the relative rrors are un- 
changed. If a, a, and h are all complex and Re(a) ;~ 1, 
then 
tvNtlhtat 
1 - lh/a l  
< 
[VN[ [ N-1N+a a'lh 
tv i) < 
i=N+I  I IN - l+a h I N  a
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Table 1. Upper and lower bounds for truncation errors 
Type of error 
Absolute truncation 
per step. T N 
Absolute truncation 
per unit step, TN/h 
Relative truncation 
per step, TN/v(a,a, h) 
Relative truncation 
per unit step, 










B+ S N 
Upper bound 






A+ S N 
B/h 
A+ S N 
If Re(a) < 1, these inequalities are reversed for N suf- 
ficiently large. This gives an upper bound on ITN{ but 
not a lower bound. Hence we are unable to give rel- 
ative error bounds in the complex case. 
Figures 2 and 3 show the error bounds given in table 
1 for the model problem v(1, 4, 0.6). The errors actual- 
ly observed (in IBM single precision arithmetic) remain 
between the upper and lower bounds as more terms of 
the series are taken until the limits of machine accuracy 
are reached. As these graphs show, the upper and lower 
bounds are tight except for some short series. 
4. ESTIMATING THE OPTIMAL STEP SIZE 
For each type of error, shown in table 2, we wish to 
f'md an optimal stepsize Which is as large as possible 
while maintaining the truncation error less than some 
prescribed tolerance e. For ease of computation, we 
will optimize the stepsize ratio H = h/a. Assume the 
hypotheses of theorem 4 to be satisfied so that we 
may use the estimates for each type of truncation 
error given in table 1. We will give the analysis for 
absolute truncation error per step and summarize in 
table 2 the corresponding results for absolute trunca- 
tion error per unit step and relative truncation error 
per step or per unit step. 
Consider first the case when a ~ 1. Then 
VNh/a  VN (N-1N + a)  ah 
- - - A  eTN~B=- -  1 -h /a  
N- l+a  h 1- (  ) 
N a 
A, B, and T N all depend on the choice of h. V N has 
also been computed for an initial guess for h, but it 
can easily be shifted to a new h by multiplying by 
(hnew/hold ) N-1 .  To simplify the algebra, let 
d = (N-  1 +a J /N  and r= a/hol  d . Then the optimal 
stepsize ratio H, may be at least as large as L which 
N - TERMS OF THE SERIES 
o COMPUTED WqLUES. V i i .  q. 0.61 
Fig. 2. Actual, upper, and lower bounds for absolute 
truncation error per unit step. 
N - TE~S OF THE SERIES 
o COHPUTEO VRLUES, V{I ,  q. O.Bl 
Fig. 3. Actual, upper, and lower bounds for relative 
truncation error per unit step. 
satisfies 
N- I (N - I+a~ 
VN(La/h) " - - -N -~"  L VNrN- ldL  N 
B(L)  = - -e  
1- (  N - l+a  )L  1 -dL  
N 
Then L is a root of 
p (x) = VN rN-1 dx N + edx - e = 0. (5) 
We know that (5) has a single real root on (0,1) be- 
cause p(0)=-e ,  V(1)= VNrN- ld  + (d -1 )e> 0, 
and p' (x) > 0 on (0,1). 
Similarly, H cannot exceed U which satisfies 
A (U) VNrN-  1 U N 
1 -U  
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so that U is the single real root on (0,1) of the poly- 
nomial 
N-1  N q(x )=VNr  x + ex -e=0.  (6) 
Observe that L ~ U as expected since 
p (U) = VN rN-1 (1 + ~-}-)U N + e(l + -a-l~---l-) U -e 
= q(U) + VN rN- I (a -1 )UN/N + e(a-1)U/N 
;~0, 
with equality occuring if and only if a = 1. 
l fa  < 1, the roles o fp  and q are reversed : the root 
of p is U and the root of q is L. 
If a stepsize ratio of U is used, the truncation error 
will be at least e, while a stepsize ratio of L yields a 
truncation error which will not exceed e. Figure 4 
shows that L and U are tight bounds for the optimal 
stepsize ratio, so very little efficiency is lost by using 
a stepsize ratio of L. 
A similar analysis can be performed for each of the 
other three types of error measures shown in table 2. 
To simplify the presentation of the polynomials 
which L and U must satisfy for the other types of 
N • xi_ l"  error, let s (x) = i~=l Vi r t -1  I fa  < 1, the roles 
of p and q are reversed. 
If the relative error per unit step is being used as the 
error measure, figure 5 shows how the stepsize ratio 
L depends on the length of the series and the rror 
tolerance imposed. Similar relationships hold for the 
other error measures. For any e, lim L=l ,but  there 
N+** 
is a point beyond which large increases in series length 
(and computational effort) allow only slight increases 
in the stepsize ratio. This agrees with the practice of 
variable order differential equation solving packages 
[14] which tend to use low order methods for prob- 
lems with a large error tolerance, and higher order 
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Fig. 4. Upper and lower bounds - Absolute trunca- 
tion error per step. 
methods for problems with a more stringent olerance. 
This relationship will be exploited in a later paper to 
help deriv e a problem dependent estimate for the 
optimal series length for Taylor series methods. 
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
In this section we give a numerical example to illustrate 
the advantages of being able to estimate the optimal 
stepsize ratio directly from information contained in 
the series itself. The example admits a large stepsize 
for the very rapid solution of the problem. 
This example shows some of the improvements which 
are possible in the performance of Chang's Automatic 
Taylor Series (ATS) method for the numerical solution 
to initial value problems in ordinary differential equa- 
Type of error L is a root of p (x) = U is a root of q (x) = 
Absolute truncation 
per step, T N 
Absolute truncation 
per unit step TN/h 
Relative truncation 
per step, 
TN/V (a, a, h) 
Relative truncation 
per unit step, 
TN/(h. v(a, a, h)) 
xNVN rN - ld  + xed - e 
x N -1VNrN- ld/a + xed-e  
-xN+I( I_e)VN rN -1 d + xNVNrN-1 (d-e) : 
-e  [1-  (1 + d)x + dx2]s (x) 
x N + leVNrN-1 d + xNVNrN-l(_e_d/a) 
+ xN-1VNrN- ld /a  
-e [1 - ( l+d)x+ dx2]s (x) 
xNVNrN-1 + xe - e 
x N -1VNrN-1/a + xe - e 
_xN+I(I_e)VN rN-1 d + xN(1-ed)VN rN-1 
-e [1 - (1  +d)x+ dx2] s (x) 
x N+ leVNrN - ld  + xNVNrN - ld ( -e  -l/a) 
+ xN-1VNrN-1/a 
-e [1 - (1  +d)x + dx2] s(x) 
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Fig. 5. Stepsize ratio - Absolute truncation error 
per step. 
stepsize ratio which yields an error of  a prescribed 
tolerance. In this way, steps may be taken as large as 
possible to minimize computational effort while main- 
taining a present local error. 
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tions [3] by replacing his fixed estimate for the step- 
size ratio (0.6 for 30 terms and e = 10-6). This ex- 
ample is not intended to illustrate the ATS method 
itself because work is continuing to improve several 
features of that method and to incorporate the results 4. 
of  this paper fully into the ATS program. The details 
of that revised method and its performance will be 
the subject of a later paper. 5. 
Consider the initial value problem 
y,, = (y,)2.001 + Y, y(0) = -1.0, y'(0) = 1.0. 
6. 
The solution has a sequence of singularities of  order 
1/1000; the single primary singularity is at x = 1.37207. 
According to the above analysis, a stepsize ratio of 7. 
0.89 may safely be used. This represents a 48 ~ in- 
crease over the step length previously used by the 
ATS method, and reduces the number of steps needed 
to reach x = 1.372 from 13 to 4. 
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